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Abstract—The microarchitecture design of processors faces
growing complexity due to expanding design space and time-
intensive verification processes. Utilizing historical design task
data can improve the search process, but managing distribution
discrepancies between different source tasks is essential for
enhancing the search method’s generalization ability. In light
of this, we introduce IT-DSE, a microarchitecture searching
framework with the surrogate model pre-trained to absorb
knowledge from previous design tasks. The Feature Tokenizer-
Transformer (FT-Transformer) serves as a backbone, facilitating
feature extraction from source tasks even with varied design
spaces. Concurrently, the invariant risk minimization (IRM)
paradigm bolsters generalization ability under data distribu-
tion discrepancies. Further, IT-DSE exploits a combination of
multi-objective Bayesian optimization and a model ensemble to
discover Pareto-optimal designs Experimental results indicate
that IT-DSE effectively harnesses the knowledge of existing
microarchitecture designs and uncovers designs that outperform
previous methods in terms of power, performance, and area
(PPA).

I. INTRODUCTION

The microprocessor design cycle requires high work-
force input. It involves performance, power, and area (PPA)
co-optimization with microarchitecture design and physical
implementation. Microarchitecture determines the detailed
structures of a microprocessor. Finding out a microarchitec-
ture to achieve a sweet trade-off for PPA as early as possible
in the design cycle can reduce non-recurring engineering
costs and meet the stringent product delivery deadline.

Nevertheless, escalating computational demands and de-
creasing feature sizes have largely amplified the complexity
of the microarchitecture design task. In the industrial context,
the prevalent approach relies on computer architects to man-
ually configure design parameters, which requires both suffi-
cient domain knowledge and a considerable amount of human
labor. Besides, rapidly growing design spaces further pose
challenges due to their enormity (e.g., with potential CPU
designs reaching O(1040)), complexity from inter-feature in-
teractions, and the presence of mixed-type parameters leading
to abrupt PPA changes. To alleviate these issues, researchers
have employed machine learning-based process simulation
models to hasten exploration and reduce search overhead [1]–
[5], though their effectiveness is contingent upon the quality
of training data and model granularity.

Practical optimization often targets specific microarchitec-
tures [6], [7]. However, getting desired evaluation metric
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reports for one microarchitecture configuration through the
very-large-scale integration (VLSI) flow is time-consuming,
making diverse configurations challenging to acquire. An
approach is proposed to address this by leveraging historical
configurations for new tasks using cross-domain mixup and
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) feature extraction [8]. This
method, however, ignores intricate feature interactions, lacks
interpretability, and presumes identical design spaces for
source and target tasks, significantly limiting its applicability.
We assert the necessity of integrating historical microarchitec-
ture domain knowledge into modeling for facilitating efficient
Design Space Exploration (DSE). Our principal insight arises
from a commonality among mainstream microarchitectures:
although the configuration distributions in different tasks vary,
the characteristics of certain design features have similar or
even identical effects on PPA values in different generations
of a microarchitecture design. In other words, some design
features maintain the same influence mechanism on PPA
values for different microarchitectures.

The reasons behind the phenomenon lie in two folds. First,
different generations of microprocessors are developed based
on a common baseline microarchitecture. Minor architecture
design improvements are applied across consecutive microar-
chitecture generations. As a result, the design space has
not usually undergone significant changes between adjacent
generations. For example, a single Skylake microarchitecture
is scaled to support the server and client applications by Intel
without modifying the underlying microarchitecture struc-
tures considerably [9]. AMD EPYC and Ryzen also follow
a similar philosophy based on Zen microarchitecture [10].
Second, some general relations exist for design features due to
the similar microarchitecture design paradigm. The microar-
chitecture design paradigm refers to the overall architecture
design framework to drive the lifetime of an instruction
from fetch to commit (i.e., fetch, decode, rename, dispatch,
issue, execution, write back, memory access, and commit).
Although some speculative optimization techniques are differ-
ent, e.g., branch prediction [11], memory dependence predic-
tion [12], prefetch mechanism [13], etc., the general relations
are applicable. Consider an out-of-order microarchitecture.
The relations between the issue width and performance values
follow a well-known Instruction Window (IW) characteristic
[14], [15]. The IW characteristic unfolds the existence of
a power law relationship among the performance and the
issue width and benchmarks. Therefore, the general relations
provide opportunities for transferring knowledge learned from



previous microarchitecture generations to a new generation.
These insights motivate us to extract that relationship that

is approximately invariant among different historical source
design tasks, even equipped with different design spaces.
In this paper, we propose IT-DSE to boost the microarchi-
tecture transferring design space exploration. Given source
design tasks in either the same or different design space,
to efficiently extract expressive features, we adopt Feature
Tokenizer-Transformer (FT-Transformer) [16] as feature ex-
traction backbone and design a scheme to transfer knowledge
from the pre-trained model to a target task with a different
design space following [17]. With out-of-distribution (OOD)
explored configuration datasets, we pre-train the surrogate
model using data from multiple source tasks. By combin-
ing the invariant risk minimization (IRM) paradigm with
Bayesian inference [18], the surrogate model could learn
task-invariant features that are stable even in the case of
distributional shifts, improving the generalization ability to
unseen target design space exploration task. The design space
is explored via multi-objective Bayesian optimization flow
[19]. Model ensemble strategy [20] is utilized to improve the
uncertainty estimation, leading to finding optimal designs.
This method can be applied to massive microarchitecture
design spaces, enabling it to find—in the same amount of
time—solutions that are superior to those identified by other
search techniques. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first design space exploration method that could transfer
domain knowledge from different source tasks, even if the
design space of source tasks can be different from the target
task.

Our major contributions are summarized as follows.
• We utilize the FT-Transformer as the feature extraction

backbone. This model is capable of processing variable-
length input parameters, allowing for its pretraining on
multiple source tasks with diverse design spaces.

• We introduce a prediction model that follows the
Bayesian invariant risk minimization paradigm to refine
the learning objective, enhancing the surrogate model’s
generalizability.

• We employ a multi-objective Bayesian optimization with
a pre-trained model ensemble as a surrogate model.
This approach characterizes the microarchitecture design
space and selects the Pareto-optimal set.

• Our framework is verified within complex industry
microarchitecture design spaces. Experimental results
exhibit excellent transfer performance across diverse
design tasks.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Typical Microprocessor Components

For the design of a microprocessor, there are serval
key components. Fig. 1 exhibits a typical microarchitecture
pipeline. In this paper, we mainly focus on searching for the
optimal values relates to some of those typical components.

In the front end of the pipeline, the Instruction Fetch
Unit (IFU) employs the L1 Instruction Cache (L1 I-Cache)
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Fig. 1 Visualization of typical microarchitecture pipeline.

to expedite instruction fetches. Decoded by the instruction
decode unit, these instructions are poised for Out-of-Order
(OoO) execution to alleviate data dependency constraints.
Following this, in the back end of the pipeline, arithmetic
computations are executed: the Integer Execution Unit (IEU)
for integer and bitwise operations and the Floating-Point Unit
(FPU) for floating-point functions, including trigonometric
and logarithmic tasks. The Load/Store Unit (LSU) orches-
trates data movements between the function unit and L1
D-Cache, leveraging the L1 Data Cache (L1 D-Cache) for
swift access to regularly used data. To further streamline
data retrieval, the L2 Cache (L2C), a secondary and larger
cache, is employed, though at the expense of increased power
usage and chip space. Collectively, these units engender ef-
ficient instruction execution and microprocessor performance
enhancement.

B. Invariant Risk Minimization

Invariant risk minimization (IRM) [21] paradigm allows for
the automatic extraction of invariant features among different
but related tasks. Let X and Y be the space of X and Y ,
respectively. Within IRM framework, the prediction function
f ′ : X → Y consists of a feature extractor ϕu(·) and a
regressor hw(·) parameterized by u and w, respectively. The
central idea is to learn a feature representation by ϕu(·) that
facilitates the development of a regressor hw(·) optimal for
all training tasks concurrently. To achieve this, ϕu(·) is opti-
mized to effectively filter out spurious features, retaining only
those that enhance the regressor’s generalization capability
across various tasks. This can be expressed as follows:

min
u,w

S∑
s=1

Rs(u,w),

s.t. w ∈ argmin
ws

Rs(u,ws),

(1)

where Rs(u,w) = EXs,Y s [L(f ′(Xs), Y s)] is the risk un-
der s-th source task. L(·) is an appropriate loss function.
Equation (1) presents a bi-level optimization challenge, with
each constraint necessitating an inner optimization, thereby
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Fig. 2 Workflow of our proposed IT-DSE. (a) In the yellow block, source tasks 1 and 2, featuring search dimensions d1 and
d2 respectively, are employed to pre-train the surrogate model via IRM. (b) In blue block, the pre-trained surrogate model
is then utilized for Pareto-optimal set selection on the target task (with search dimension dt), using multi-objective Bayesian
optimization.

increasing problem-solving complexity. A simplified approx-
imation, known as IRMv1, was proposed in [21]:

min
u,w

S∑
s=1

Rs(u,w) + λ||∇wR
s(u,w)||2, (2)

where the risk Rs(u,w) from s-th source task is the negative
log likelihood of data: Rs(u,w) = − ln p(Ts|w,u) =
−∑ns

i=1 ln p(y
s
i |w, ϕ(xs

i )). So the objective is to learn the
optimal parameters w and u to maximize the likelihood of
source task samples.

C. Problem Formulation

In this work, we focus on improving the performance of
microarchitecture design space exploration in target tasks
with the help of transferring information from source tasks.

Definition 1 (Source Task). The source tasks are previously
explored microarchitecture designs tasks. The s-th source task
is composed of the explored sample dataset Ds containing ns

parameter vectors Xs = [xs
1, . . . ,x

s
ns
]⊤ ∈ Rns×ds and the

evaluated PPA vectors Y s = [ys
1, . . . ,y

s
ns
] ∈ Rns×3. The

design space contains ds searching dimensions.

Definition 2 (Target Task). The target task is the new
microarchitecture design space exploration task with only
the set of legal parameter configuration vectors Xt =
[xt

1, . . . ,x
t
nt
]⊤ ∈ Rnt×dt available. For the t-th target design

space, the searching dimension is dt.

Definition 3 (Pareto Optimality). For a multi-objective mini-
mization problem with M objectives, a solution x1 is deemed
to dominate solution x2 if, for all m belonging to the set
{1, ...,M}, the inequality of objective vectors fm(x1) ⩽
fm(x2) holds true, and there exists at least one k within
the same set such that fk(x1) < fk(x2); this relationship
is symbolized by x1 ⪰ x2. The collection of solutions
that remain non-dominated by others constitutes the Pareto-
optimal set, thereby establishing Pareto optimality within the
design space. This assemblage of Pareto-optimal solutions,
which represents the optimal balance of competing objectives,
is referred to as the Pareto front.

Given the defined two kinds of design tasks and the con-
cept of Pareto optimality, we can formulate our transferring
microprocessor design space exploration problem.

Problem 1 (Microarchitecture Transferring Design Space
Exploration). Given S source tasks with explored datasets
{D1, D2, . . . , DS} and the target sample Dt, the objective
is to utilize the information from historical source tasks and
improve the efficiency of finding a series of microprocessor
design configurations X in the target task that forms the
Pareto optimality among the associated subset of Y ⊂ Y,
so that X = {x|x ⪰ x′,∀x′ ∈ Xt}, Y = {f(x)|X ∈ Xt}.

III. INVARIANT RISK MINIMIZATION-BASED DESIGN
SPACE EXPLORATION FRAMEWORK

A. Overview

The workflow of our design space exploration framework
IT-DSE, which could incorporate knowledge from multiple
heterogeneous source tasks, is illustrated in Fig. 2. Each
source task consists of configurations of its own design space
and their corresponding PPA values. To accommodate varying
design spaces, the FT-Transformer ensemble is adopted as
surrogate model for robust feature extraction and uncertainty
estimation, thereby enhancing prediction reliability. To warm-
start a new task by knowledge fusion, the invariant risk
minimization paradigm is employed for surrogate model pre-
training to improve its generalization ability on the target task
with different data distribution and design space. This pre-
trained surrogate model is then transferred to the target task
for design space exploration, using a multi-objective Bayesian
optimization approach. The output of IT-DSE comprises the
explored microarchitectures from the iterative optimization
process, with Pareto optimality determined from this set.

B. Customized Surrogate Model with Transformer

It is straightforward to improve the DSE efficiency by
surrogate model pre-training. However, in real-world industry
settings, the number of search dimensions in the target task
often varies in comparison to the source task design space,
which makes surrogate models trained on source tasks not
directly applicable. To address this issue and facilitate the
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Fig. 3 (a) FT-Transformer architecture. Firstly, Feature Tokenizer transforms input parameters into embeddings. The embedding
is then processed by the Transformer module. (b) One Transformer layer.

extraction of features from the source task while guiding
the search for optimal samples in the target task, we pro-
pose a customized surrogate model. Inspired by recent FT-
Transformer advancements [16], [17], our model uses it as a
feature extractor, jointly pre-training on multiple source tasks
to enhance exploration process efficiency.

FT-Transformer Architecture: Feature Tokenizer (FT)-
Transformer is the attention-based model with adaption for
the tabular domain. It consists of a Feature-Tokenizer layer
and multiple Transformer layers, followed by a prediction
layer, as can be seen from Fig. 3.

The Feature Tokenizer layer accepts input parameter vec-
tor x containing both numerical parameters and categorical
parameters. For i-th numerical parameter xnum

i , we compute
the feature embedding tnumi ∈ Rd via element-wise multi-
plication with corresponding m-th embedding weight vector
wm ∈ Rd, followed by adding bias term, bnumi :

tnumi = xnum
i ·wnum

i + bnumi . (3)

In the above equation, d represents the parameter embed-
ding dimension. For the j-th categorical parameter xcat

j , we
query it from lookup table wcat

j , and added with a bias term
bcatj as follows:

tcatj = e⊤j w
cat
j + bcatj , (4)

where e⊤j is the one-hot vector with only j-th element
is 1 while all others are 0. The transformed embedding
T ∈ R(1+dn+dc)×d for the vector x is the stack of all the
transformed element prepended with the output [CLS] token
[22], which serves as the aggregate representation of the input
vector for the purpose of feature extraction:

T = stack([CLS], tnum1 , . . . tnumdn
, tcat1 , . . . , tcatdc

). (5)

Given a batch of transformed embeddings from the same or
different source tasks, our goal is to identify the relationships
and dependencies between embeddings, regardless of their
distance within the sequence. Considering that, we apply the
stacked Transformer layers on the transformed embedding
T to extract the features, utilizing its self-attention mech-
anism to simultaneously analyze all input features, thereby
capturing local and global dependencies. This process fosters

versatile feature extraction, making it suitable for tasks from
various source tasks. Additionally, layer normalization and
skip-connection techniques within the Transformer mitigate
the vanishing gradient problem common in deep extractors,
facilitating efficient training.

FT-Transformer Pre-training on multiple source tasks: To
preprocess data from multiple source tasks for pre-training the
FT-Transformer model, we adopt adaptive power transforma-
tion over linear transformation to better handle heteroscedas-
ticity within each objective. Box-Cox transformation [23]
is applied when the i-th objective values are consistently
negative or positive, while Yeo-Johnson’s transformation [24]
is used for mixed positive and negative i-th objective values,
accommodating diverse value ranges.

Upon normalizing the source task datasets, a multi-source
FT-Transformer is initialized. Within the Feature-tokenizer
layer, the embedding table represents the comprehensive
union of features extracted from all source tasks under
consideration. As a simple example, for source task 1 with
only parameter vector x1 = [x1, x2] and source task 2
with x2 = [x2, x3, x4], the embedding weight is W =
[w1,w2,w3,w4]

⊤ ∈ R4×d, together with embedding bias
B = [b1, b2, b3, b4]

⊤ ∈ R4×d. The transformed embeddings
T 1 and T 2 for x1 and x2 are T 1 = stack([CLS], t1, t2) and
T 2 = stack([CLS], t2, t3, t4), respectively. The calculation
for each element depends on the feature datatype, as shown
in Equations (3) and (4).

For each PPA metric, we pre-train the FT-Transformer
with linear output layer to optimize a pre-designed objective
function, which will be discussed in the next section. Once
the pre-training is finished, the model can be transferred
to a downstream target optimization task. To accomplish
this, the Transformer layers, the linear output layer, and
the [CLS] embedding within the Feature Tokenizer layer
are utilized to initialize the target FT-Transformer model.
For target task parameters that are already present in the
source tasks, the corresponding source embedding vectors
are copied to the target Feature Tokenizer layer, ensuring
a seamless integration of prior knowledge. For previously
unseen target task parameters, a mix-up initialization strategy
is implemented. The embeddings are chosen as the convex
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combination of two randomly selected source embedding
vectors, utilizing uniformly distributed weights.

The model is subsequently fine-tuned with the data from
the source task by employing the negative log-likelihood loss
at the outset of each Bayesian Optimization iteration. The
fine-tuned FT-Transformer model serves as a surrogate model,
aiding in the recommendation of samples.

C. Bayesian Invariant Risk Minimized Feature Extraction

Due to the limits of computational cost and strict time
budget, the number of explored configurations in each source
task will not be large in real industry. Therefore, a common
practice is to merge historical data from multiple source tasks
to incorporate valuable knowledge into the surrogate model.
However, using this simple merging strategy and learning a
predictor that minimizes the training error across the pooled
data, which is called empirical risk minimization (ERM)
principle [25], will lead to unstable task-specific features
extraction. To this end, this section describes how to learn
from data of multiple previous tasks the invariant relationship
between microarchitecture parameters and PPA objectives by
surrogate model pre-training, to further improve the efficiency
of DSE tasks.

Bayesian Inference Extension: The IRM paradigm is pro-
posed to learn from multiple tasks the invariant feature to
improve models’ generalization ability. However, directly
applying IRM on our FT-Transformer model would encounter
an overfitting issue [18]. As discussed in [26], [27], Bayesian
inference is a widely recognized technique for mitigating
overfitting, it can achieve optimal sample complexity rates in
cases of model misspecification, highlighting its efficacy in
addressing uncertainty and enhancing generalization. Consid-
ering that, we adopt the extended variant of IRMv1 proposed
in [18] by incorporating the Bayesian principle.

Given the explored dataset from s-th source task Ds =
{Xs, Y s} = {xs

i ,y
s
i }ns

i=1, we use Ts to represent the data
from s-th source task transformed by the feature extrac-
tor: Ts = {ϕu(x

s
i ),y

s
i }ns

i=1. The collection of transformed
datasets of all S source tasks is represented as Tc = ∪S

s=1T
s.

If the feature extractor focuses more on task-specific fea-
tures, the distribution of transformed data Ts and the posterior
of predictor given the feature representation p(ws|Ts) will
vary across tasks s. This alteration causes the ws parameter-
based regressor to rely on the particular s-th source task,
compromising unseen target task generalization. Enhanced
generalization requires efficient learning of task-invariant
features, leading to close posterior p(ws|Ts) among different
source tasks. This should finally lead to the approximate
equivalence between the posterior from each source task
to the desired shared posterior: p(ws|Ts) ≈ p(w|Tc). The
regressor characterized by parameter w will not depend
on a certain source task. We use gu(w) ≈ p(w|Tc) and
gsu(w

s) ≈ p(ws|Ts) to represent the approximate posterior
distribution for regressor given the transformed dataset Tc

and Ts. The objective of our task-invariant feature extractor
can be expressed as:

max
u

∑
s

Egu(w)
[ln p(Ts|w,u)] + λ

(
Egu(w)

[ln p(Ts|w,u)]

− Egs
u(ws)[ln p(T

s|ws,u)]
)
. (6)

The expectation terms in Equation (6) are the expected log
likelihood of gsu(w

s) and gu(w):

Egs
u(ws)[ln p(T

s|ws,u)] =

∫
ln p(Ts|ws,u)gsu(w

s)dws,

Egu(w)[ln p(T
s
I |w,u)] =

∫
ln p(Ts

I |w,u)gu(w)dw.

We can observe that the first term in Equation (6) max-
imizes the expected log-likelihood of the shared posterior
gu(w) by optimizing over feature extractor parameter u, en-
couraging u to retain information for data distribution fitting.
The second term in Equation (6) is a penalty regularized with
weight coefficient λ. It requires transformed data distribution
to be stable among different tasks with feature extractor
ϕu(·), thus necessitates learning task-invariant features. The
standard IRM formulation in Equation (2) utilizes a single
point estimation of regressor parameter w, which may lead
to instability in situations with insufficient explored data from
source tasks. In contrast, the feature extractor using Bayesian
inference of IRM is derived by directly incorporating poste-
rior distributions, offering a more robust approach that is less
susceptible to overfitting while still capturing the underlying
relationships within the data.

Adaptive Solution: The actual posterior p(w|Tc) and
p(ws|Ts) are hard to estimate in large models. To mitigate
the issue, we use variational inference to approximate the
posterior distributions by maximizing the evidence lower
bound (ELBO). By doing so, we can express the objective
function to optimal estimation of gsu(w

s) and gu(w) from a
set of distribution G:

gsu(w
s) = argmax

g′∈G

Eg′ [ln p(Ts|w,u)− DKL(g
′||p0(w))],

(7)

gu(w) = argmax
g′

S∑
s=1

Eg′∈G[ln p(T
s|w,u)− DKL(g

′||p0(w))],

(8)

where we assume the prior of regressor parameters p0(w) are
the same for each individual source task and the collection of
source tasks. The first terms in the equation serve to maximize
the expected log-likelihood of the posterior distributions,
while the second term use Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
DKL(g

′||p0(w)) to minimize the statistical distance between
estimated posterior g′ and prior p0(w). Adopting mean-field
approximation which is a standard practice in variational
inference [28], we select the factorized Gaussian distributions
as a set of candidate distributions: G = {N(µ,Σ) : µ =
[w1, . . . ,wnw

]⊤,Σ = diag(σ1, . . . ,σnw
)}, where nw is the
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dimensions of regressor parameter w. The prior is set to a
zero-mean Gaussian distribution: p0(w) = N(0, σI).

However, it is still computationally demanding to maxi-
mize ELBO in Equation (8) on all source tasks. Considering
that during the training process, gsu(w

s) approaches gu(w)
when more task-invariant features are extracted by ϕu(·).
This makes it plausible to adopt the adaption solution with
model-agnostic meta-learning in [29] to efficiently estimate
gsu(w

s), as can be expressed:

gsu(w
e) = N(µ−∇µEgu(w) ln p(T

s|w,u),Σ), (9)

where we assume gu(w) = N(µ,Σ) in the above equation
we use one step of gradient descent of µ on the transformed
data to represent the mean of the Gaussian distribution for
s-th source task.

To estimate the penalty term in Equation (6), we use
Monte Carlo samples from posterior gu(w) and gsu(w

s).
Considering that the expectation term between gu(w) and
gsu(w

s) is close, we can use the reparameterization trick [30]
with same noise variable ϵ:

w = µ+ ϵΣ, ws = µs + ϵΣs. (10)

Given the above discussion, we can express the full algo-
rithm in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Feature extraction with Bayesian IRM
Require: Feature extractor ϕu, regressor hw, collection of data

from S source task {Ds}Ss=1

Ensure: the learned task-invariant feature extractor ϕu, regressor
hw.

1: Initialization: prior ϕ0 ← N(0, σI).
2: repeat
3: for s in 1, . . . , S do
4: Sample a batch of data (Xs

batch, Y
s
batch) from Ds;

5: Transform data Ts
batch ← (ϕu(X

s
batch), Y

s
batch);

6: end for
7: Update gu(w); ▷ Equation (8)
8: for s in 1, . . . , S do
9: Update gsu(w); ▷ Equation (9)

10: end for
11: Sample gu(w) and gsu(w); ▷ Equation (10)
12: Update u to maximize objective; ▷ Equation (6)
13: until Training finished.
14: Return ϕu, hw;

D. Target Task Design Space Exploration in Feature Space

The features extracted from FT-Transformer convert raw
parameters into a more expressive and manageable latent
feature space. To efficiently searching optimal points from
latent space, we adopt the Bayesian Optimization (BO)
algorithm to conduct efficient sampling, aiming to suggest
potential candidates for evaluation. BO algorithms hinge on
a surrogate model, which statistically approximates the opti-
mization target using past data, and an acquisition function.
This function adjusts the balance between exploring untested
design spaces and exploiting known beneficial regions.

Deep Ensemble as Surrogate Model: Substantial variability
issues inherent in single-model PPA value prediction can
influence decision-making and predictive ability, particularly
with task-specificity. To counter this, we employ a customized
deep model ensemble [20] as our surrogate, aggregating
predictions from multiple models for enhanced robustness
and uncertainty estimation.

In this paper, we ensemble multiple pre-trained FT-
Transformers directly as our surrogate model. Given n eval-
uated samples Dt = {Xt, f ′(Xt)} from target task, where
Xt = {(xt

1)
⊤, (xt

2)
⊤, . . . , (xt

n)
⊤}⊤ ∈ Rn×dt and f ′(Xt) =

{(f ′(xt
1))

⊤, f ′((xt
2))

⊤, . . . , f((xt
n))

⊤}⊤ ∈ Rn×3, when a
new point xt

∗ is given, the posterior distribution p(yt
∗|xt

∗)
is approximated as a Gaussian distributions:

p(yt
∗|xt

∗) = N
(
µyt

∗|f ′(Xt),σ
2
yt
∗|f ′(Xt)

)
, (11)

which is a uniformly-weighted mixture of M ensemble
models. To improve the uncertainty estimation, each FT-
Transformer model output both the predicted mean µθm(xt

∗)
and the inherent noise term σ2

θm
(xt

∗). With the ensemble
models, we can express the posterior mean and variance:

µyt
∗|f ′(Xt) =

1

M

M∑
m=1

µθm(xt
∗), (12)

σ2
yt
∗|f ′(Xt) =

1

M

M∑
m=1

(µyt
∗|f ′(Xt) − µθm(xt

∗))
2

+
1

M

M∑
m=1

σ2
θm(xt

∗).

(13)

In Equation (13) the first term called epistemic uncertainty
estimates the uncertainty that arises from the limit num-
ber of observed samples, while the second term, aleatoric
uncertainty, is associated with the inherent noise in the
observed sample. By combing these two terms improve the
uncertainty estimation and allows for a more informed and
robust decision-making process.

Pareto EHVI Acquisition Function: Expected Hypervolume
Improvement (EHVI) [31] acquisition function is widely used
to sample Pareto-optimal set for negatively correlated objec-
tives. The hypervolume corresponds to the M-dimensional
Lebesgue measure λM of the space dominated by an approx-
imate Pareto frontier P(y) and constrained from below by a
reference point yref ∈ RM . This can be expressed as:

HVyref
(P(y)) = λM (∪y∈P(y)[y,yref ]), (14)

where [y,yref ] is the hyperrectangle bounded by y and
reference point yref . The hypervolume improvement (HVI)
for a new given point y∗ given previous Pareto set P(y) can
be expressed:

HV I(y∗|P(y),yref ) = Vyref
(P(y ∪ y∗))− Vyref

(P(y)).
(15)
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The EHVI computes the expectation of HVI over the posterior
distribution P (f ′(x∗)|D). In practice, EHVI is approximated
using Monte Carlo integration with K sampling times:

EHV I(x̂) = EP (f ′(x̂∗)|D) (HV I(f ′(x̂)|P(y),yref ))

≈ 1

nk

K∑
k=1

HV I(f̃ ′
k(x̂)|P(y),yref ).

(16)

In above equation, f̃ ′
k is the k-th function evaluation from

distribution p(f ′(x|D)). To further reduce the computational
overhead for estimation of EHVI in the whole design dataset,
in each BO iteration, we first select non-dominated potential
candidates X̂ with the mean of predicted function, then we
traverse each potential candidate and select the candidate x∗
with largest EHVI. In this way, we efficiently suggest new
points with potentially desired PPA values.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We conduct experiments to evaluate the transfer perfor-
mance of proposed design space exploration method.

The experiments are performed on an in-house 64-bit
high-performance commercial microprocessor1. We generate
different microarchitecture configurations from a design space
specification sheet provided by experienced architects. We
leverage the VLSI flow to evaluate the PPA values of each
microarchitecture configuration. A single VLSI flow costs
from days to weeks to evaluate each design. For each microar-
chitecture configuration, we generate the register-transfer-
level (RTL) design from Chisel [32]. We use commercial
electronic design automation (EDA) tools to perform logic
synthesis, place, and routing with an industrial technology
node. The performance and power values are obtained from
the benchmark simulation after the physical implementation.
And the area value is also reported from the physical im-
plementation tool. Due to the commercial confidentiality of
microarchitecture, we normalize the original PPA values.

A. Transfer Design Space Exploration Experiment Setup

Design Tasks: Considering the substantial computational
resources required for online validation of each sampled
microarchitectural design, we generate offline datasets to
facilitate the design process for both source tasks and target
tasks. To prove the efficiency of our transferring design space
exploration method, we collect four design task datasets. Task
A, task B, and Task C share the same design space which is
extremely complex. TABLE I lists the number of parameters
for each datatype in each interested microarchitecture com-
ponent, together with the number of combinations. As can be
seen from the table, there exist 55 parameters with more than
3 × 1040 combinations, including ordinal, exponential (with
base 2) and categorical parameters. For task D, we can only
tune 53 parameters out of 55 parameters listed in TABLE I.
The tasks’ data distribution varies significantly, as can be seen
from the tSNE visualization Fig. 4(a). Task A, task B, task

1The details are omitted due to confidentiality.

TABLE I Statistics of our microarchitecture design space
Module # Linear #Pow # Categorical # Combinations

IFU 8 4 0 ∼ 4× 108

OoO 11 0 0 ∼ 5× 109

IEX 12 0 3 ∼ 1× 109

FSU 5 0 0 ∼ 2× 103

LSU 6 3 0 ∼ 1× 107

L2C 1 2 0 ∼ 8× 102

Overall 43 9 3 ∼ 3× 1040

C, and Task D contain 1237, 377, 1835 and 3453 evaluated
samples, respectively.

Evaluation Metrics: We adopt two commonly used eval-
uation metrics: Hypervolume (HV) as introduced in Equa-
tion (14) and average distance to reference set (ADRS) to
offer effective evaluations of the quality of the approximated
Pareto front generated. ADRS evaluates the closeness of a
learned Pareto-optimal set P to the ground truth Pareto-
optimal set P∗:

ADRS(P∗,P) =
1

|P∗|
∑
α∈P∗

min
β∈P

l2(α,β), (17)

where l2 is the l2-norm.

Model Configurations: In the settings of IT-DSE, the feature
tokenizer generates 128-dimension embedding, followed by
3 transformer layers. The number of attention heads is
8. The feed-forward multilayer perception (MLP) in each
transformer layer has 512 dimensions. The learning rate for
the Transformer layer and embedding layer is 1e − 5. The
ensemble number is 3.

Considering the large design space, every method is ini-
tialized with 56 microarchitectures sampled randomly. Then,
Bayesian optimization progressively suggests one sample per
round, yielding 150 samples overall. All experiments are
repeated 10 times along with the baseline, and the corre-
sponding average results are reported.

B. Transferring performance within same design space

In the first experiment we evaluate the performance of
design space exploration using transfer power from the same
design space. For task A, B and C, we iteratively use two
tasks as source task and left one as target task. For each
source task we use 200 samples to conduct model pre-train
and warm start the multi-objective Bayesian optimization to
select Pareto-optimal sets. There exists few previous work fo-
cusing on utilizing transferring to conduct microarchitecture
design space exploration. ANN-TL [8] builds ANN-based
microarchitecture power model with data mixup strategy. Em-
pirical risk minimization (ERM) [25] uses single multilayer
perceptron (MLP) pre-trained with the merge of source tasks
with NLL loss, For those methods, we implement them as
our surrogate models and output not only predict PPA values
but also the noise as aleatoric uncertainty. Deep ensemble
(Deep Ens) [20] utilizes ensemble of multilayer perceptrons
(MLPs) to give better uncertainty estimation, while IRMv1
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(b) Pareto-optimal sets using source task data from same design space. Left:
performance versus area; right: power versus area.

TABLE II Comparison of transfer performance in same
design space

A, B → C A, C → B B, C → A
Methodologies ADRS HV ADRS HV ADRS HV
Ground Truth 0.0 0.0984 0.0 0.0684 0.0 0.0809
ANN-TL [8] 0.069 0.0891 0.045 0.0643 0.031 0.0749

Deep-Ens [20] 0.072 0.0840 0.066 0.0599 0.055 0.0727
ERM [25] 0.080 0.0877 0.064 0.0629 0.043 0.0742

IRMv1 [21] 0.025 0.0938 0.023 0.0667 0.027 0.0766
Ours 0.021 0.0944 0.017 0.0679 0.020 0.0796

[21] use MLP ensemble pre-trained with IRMv1 objective
Equation (2) with source tasks.

As we can see from TABLE II, our method achieves
the best transfer performance. For three cases, our method
outperforms ANN-TL with 228.6%, 164.7% and 55.0%
drop in ADRS, together with 5.61%, 5.30% and 5.90%
improvement in Hypervolume, respectively. Compared with
Deep ensemble, our method could reduce ADRS by 242.9%,
288.2% and 175.0% with 11.02%, 11.78% and 8.67% more
Hypervolume in three cases, respectively. Compared with
ERM, IT-DSE achieves 280.9%, 276.5% and 115.0% better
ADRS with 7.10%, 7.36% and 6.78% better Hypervolume.
Besides, our method is better than IRMv1 with 19.1%, 35.3%
and 35.0% less ADRS and 0.64%, 1.77% and 3.77% more
Hypervolume for three transfer tasks. The Pareto-optimal sets
for the case (A,B → C) selected by baselines and our
method can be seen in Fig. 4(b). These results demonstrate
the superiority of our methods in finding better Pareto-optimal
sets within limited time budget.

C. Transferring performance within different design space

In the second experiment, to investigate the transfer perfor-
mance between different design spaces, we use task D with
only 53-dimensional design space to be one of the source task
(A,D → C) and the target task (A,C → D), respectively. To
the best of our best knowledge, all previous methods cannot
spread knowledge across different design spaces. Considering
this, we conduct an ablation study on each part of our
methods, all compared methods use FT-Transformer as the
backbone. The detailed results are listed in TABLE III. For
the ’w/. IRMv1’ configuration, we substitute the Bayesian
IRM principle with the original IRMv1 paradigm, using an

TABLE III Comparison of transfer performance in different
design spaces

A, D → C A, C → D
Methodologies ADRS HV ADRS HV
Ground Truth 0.0 0.0984 0.0 0.7792
w/o. Pre-train 0.0533 0.0857 0.0853 0.7465
w/o. Ensemble 0.0275 0.0892 0.0722 0.7531

w/o. IRM 0.0293 0.0910 0.0701 0.7569
w/. IRMv1 0.0232 0.0914 0.0687 0.7602

Ours 0.0217 0.0924 0.0641 0.7624

FT-Transformer ensemble. Compared to this setup, the full IT-
DSE shows a 6.9% and 7.2% reduction in ADRS and a 1.1%
and 0.3% increment in Hypervolume for the two cases. In the
’w/o. IRM’ configuration, which involves only pre-training
the FT-Transformer ensemble on source tasks without IRM
regularization, our method demonstrates 35.0% and 9.4%
improvements in ADRS with 1.5% and 0.7% increase in
Hypervolume for the listed cases. ‘w/o. Ensemble’, which
uses a single FT-Transformer pre-trained with the Bayesian
IRM objective, is outperformed by our complete method,
which exhibits 26.7% and 12.6% reductions in ADRS with
3.6% and 1.2% increments in Hypervolume. Basically, ‘w/o.
Pre-train’ just initializes the FT-Transformer ensemble with-
out pre-training on source tasks. Our IT-DSE pre-trained on
source tasks thus could gain significantly 145.6% and 33.1%
less ADRS with 7.8% and 2.1% more Hypervolume.

V. CONCLUSION

We focus on the transfer multi-objective design space
exploration problem for modern industry microarchitecture.
In this paper, we propose IT-DSE, an automatic framework
to improve transfer design space exploration performance.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
facilitates learning from prior design tasks across varied de-
sign spaces. Experimental results, drawn from complex, real-
world microarchitecture test cases, demonstrate the practical
superiority of our methods compared with other methods. We
anticipate leveraging this transfer capacity to propel modern
microarchitecture development.
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